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Abstract:  
Due to the need that there are in the students of  ECCI university in the Modern languages 
program for finding a tool to study French language focused on business It has executed a 
proposal to create a virtual simulation in 3D.  
In order to analyze the current options for learning French that are on the digital market and to 
evaluate the strengths and failures of them, there has been realized a study that has showed 
that there are very few support tools for the students, since many of them do not focus on 
business French and some are difficult and expensive to access. Bearing in mind this 
information it tries to contribute to the ideal achievement of the prototype of virtual simulation 
in 3D to business French. 
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Resumen: 
Debido a la necesidad que hay en los estudiantes de la universidad ECCI en la carrera lenguas 
Modernas por encontrar una herramienta con la cual estudiar el idioma Francés enfocado a los 
negocios se ha ejecutado una propuesta para crear una simulación virtual en 3D. 
Con el fin de analizar las opciones actuales para el aprendizaje en francés que se encuentran en 
el mercado digital y evaluar las fortalezas y falencias de las mismas se ha realizado un estudio 
que ha mostrado la existencia de muy pocas herramientas de ayuda para el estudiante, muchas 
de ellas no se enfocan en el francés de negocios y algunas son de difícil y costoso acceso. 
Teniendo en cuenta esta información se pretende contribuir a la óptima realización del 
prototipo de simulación virtual en 3D para francés de negocios. 








Nowadays it is common the use of different languages or the necessity to learn                      
one of them, according to an article presented by Universidad del Congreso, (Congreso, 2014) 
today it is imperative to learn another language because in most areas of knowledge and 
human development other languages are used. The learning of different languages for the 
students is a primordial necessity. 
Especially with English or French since they are very useful in the labor and academic 
field, for example the English is the most studied language in the world, it is spoken in five 
continents and it is used in the majority of more powerful countries (USA, UK, Canada and 
Australia). Besides, it is the most used language in business, international trade and Internet. 
Also French is a language spoken on five continents. It is estimated that French is spoken by 
more than 200 million people worldwide. In a big part of the world it is also the second 
language studied in the school par excellence.  
This situation is a consequence of the globalization, according to the Conforsa Group, 
(Conforsa, 2016) the closer we become to a global society, the more important is language 
learning. If we combine the mixture of cultures and the need to travel to other countries to 
work, we come to the conclusion the knowledge of a language nowadays is essential and it 
makes the people have to walk according to the changes that present the globalization.   
This paper is part of the theoretical framework of the project “Simulación virtual en 
3D para el aprendizaje del francés con objetivos específicos-francés de negocios” which main 
goal is  to create a virtual 3D simulation prototype to strengthen linguistic, communicative and 
sociocultural skills focus in French, having as general objective to design, to build and to 
evaluate a prototype virtual immersive simulation in three dimensions to develop linguistic, 
communicative and sociocultural competences in French as a Foreign Language in the field of 
FOS (French with Specific Objectives) - French for business. 
Methodology 
To develop this framework we apply an exploratory and descriptive research, the first 
one is defined by BPO Centro de Comercio (Dario, 2014) as a relatively unknown subject that 
has a wide possibility of means and techniques to collect data in different sciences such as 
specialized bibliographic review, interviews and questionnaires, participant and non-
participant observation and case follow-up. This will end when, from the data collected, it has 
been possible to create a theoretical and epistemological framework strong enough to 
determine which factors are relevant to the problem and therefore need to be investigated. 
Also the descriptive research is defined by BPO Centro de Comercio (Dario, 2014) as 
a descriptive study that selects a series of concepts or variables and measures each of them 
independently of the others, in order to describe them. These studies also seek to specify the 
important properties of individuals, groups, communities or any other phenomenon. The 
emphasis is on the independent study of each characteristic and these studies describe the 
frequency and the most important characteristics of a problem. To carry out descriptive 
studies, two fundamental elements must be taken into account: Sample size and data collection 
instrument. 
At the beginning, it makes a general search of tools for learning French. In this case a 
“Tool” is understood as the digital means for accomplishing the task of learning or 
improvement French, as the web pages or applications that are in Internet. 
The sample was limited with those reflected to business contents, and that research 
gave us a total of 20 tools from which 9 were finally analyzed, since these were those that 
focused on the study and improvement of the language in the area of "French business".  
In order to analyze the tools, it was taken into account that the selected resources will 
specifically deal with the improvement or learning of business French, in addition, it was 
taken into account that these tools included an understandable and easy content but with the 
necessary level of exigency that requires the use of this Type of tools for university students, it 
was also taken into account that these tools were easy and free access. In this way the criteria 
of analysis were established.  
Data analysis 
 
The first tool selected is Bonjour de France. This web page includes documents, text 
and exercises related to the business world. If you are student or a professional person, you 
have the opportunity to learn business vocabulary in specific areas as economy, finances, and 
culture. Each edition of BDF (Bonjour de France) includes exercises and it has free access. 
Image 1 : Comparison among the Digital tools analyzed 
Some of the topics that the users can find in this web page are related to commercial 
procedures, real estate Law and how to present a career. (BonjourdeFrance, 2015) 
Their methodology is so different in comparison with the second tool because it 
presents all their contents in a didactic and dynamic way, for example this page use games for 
learn French, nevertheless Express Francais prefer to a methodology more realistic, using 
series, videos and movies according to each specific term that the student select. 
The second Tool is a free course, ExpressFrancais. It is designed for students, 
professional, executive people and companies, who are interested in developing their 
communicative skills in the French workplace. The French business course is supported by 
videos of conversation, records and daily situations of the professional environment: introduce 
yourself, introduce the company, present the products and services, customer services, 
telephone support, comprehension and writing of professional documents, make French 
presentations, prepare and attend working meetings, solve customer claims and more. In this 
course you have the opportunity to begin from a basic level, finishing with professional 
presentations and organizing corporate events. (ExpressFrancais, 2014) 
The next tool is Le point du FLE, that use a learning strategy so different than the 
previous two tools, because it presents a strict way to teach the language using readings and 
listening without dynamism.  It is a web resource for people that use their language in a 
business environment. This online resource is based on “Faire Français… Faire Allemand 
votre affaire” television programs and can be used as an autonomous resource or with the TV. 
It is based in specific objectives (FOS) as Job (Professions job-hunting.), Certificates of 
professional French (DFP), and Courts in video. Some of the important subjects that are in the 
pages are French Dictionaries of specialty + Miscellaneous, Letters types - Business letters, 
Communication by telephone, French of enterprise, French of business, French of tourism, 
hotel business, restoration, Legal French / law French / Sciences / Biology / Medicine / 
Economy. (LePointduFle, 2002) 
The incoming two pages are excellent resources for improve or learn The French 
business, however it has a limitation, the first one is a page that work in set with the learn that 
present the institute Luzern and the next one has a few modules for work in French because 
the majority of the information is in English, so Français des affaires – Exercices en Ligne 
is the following resource, it is a web page created for Hochschule Luzern University of applied 
sciences and arts. It has 4 modules to learn French for business: Organization, Market, Human 
resources and Enterprise´s presentation. In each module you can find different exercises to 
learn and practice your French vocabulary about business in a current context. It is important 
to emphasize that this web page is a complementary resource from a course in Hoschshule 
Luzern. (FrançaisdesAffaires, 2016) 
The next tool is Alison; it is a web page that is expert in the field of online education 
and contains high quality learning materials, services and experiences. In this web page you 
can found a lot of free courses of different subjects and different languages. You can found a 
variety of courses related with business as human resources, e-commerce, leadership and 
management, entrepreneurship, project management, sales, finance, tourism and hospitality 
and communications. (Alison, 2007) 
Finally Ciel Bretagne is one of the most important pages that are in this collection of 
information because it gives to the student the possibility to prepare their self for exams 
focusing in reading and listening skills of French Business, for this they use a kind of virtual 
book for develop different exercises, when the student finish the training the page make a 
correction and give to student the feedback about their level in the language. (CielBretagne, 
2010) 
The following resources are apps for download to the mobile dispositive or tablet, that 
use different learning mythologies according to the student likes, for example the Francais 3.0 
present exercises simples and basics with few interaction but Semper lend a platform in which 
the student could be part of a social community to interact with other people of different 
countries, like a social network for study according an specific topic and Babbel is a good app 
but it has a limit free access, however you could find many good topics about French business 
for study. 
The seventh resource is FRANÇAIS 3.0 (APP), it is a simple and play mobile 
application that provides the possibility to test your level of general French and offers training 
for the Test of French valuation (TEF, TEF for the access to the Quebec, TEF Canada, TEF 
for studies in France, TEF for naturalization). You can make tests of understanding to get the 
best possible score and share it on your Facebook. Also you can reinforce your professional 
French preparing you to use French in different professional contexts as business, fashion, 
health, diplomacy, trade or hotel business-tourism. There are many activities to practice the 
understanding of the Certificates of French professional in order to familiarize you in the 
education of FOS (français sur objectif spécifique) 
Other tool is Semper - outil gratuit pour étudiants français débutants. It offers 
course of languages. Having made the choice of the language which you want to learn, the 
application will invite you to choose its objective of training to offer appropriate contents. The 
objectives that you can choose are memorization and refinement of the vocabulary which will 
be found in school textbooks or in lectures, specific vocabulary of a domain which it will 
beforehand be necessary to choose, grammar and system of writing for a better workmanship 
of the subjunctive, of the infinitive, of the indicative, of the present perfect or of the perfect 
participle and others who is a category which regroups all packs which are not present in three 
first ones. According to chosen objective, it will be necessary to download packs with courses 
and exercises, mysteries and of quiz. 
 
The last tool is Babbel, leader of the apps of language. Babbel makes reference 
service in the field of the training of language. It is possible to open a free account to have 
access to some functionality. For many users, the concept of Babbel takes back the factors of 
the success of the applications of language with pedagogy without fault and a very well-oiled 
working methodology. With your account in free access, it will be possible to test different 
functions of application which remain very broad, for example Pronunciation, culture and 
French civilization, oral Understanding, written expression, specific vocabulary as French of 
business and grammar and the same community where it is possible to exchange with other 
members. 
Conclusions 
Through this research we can see that there are few tools in the market that offer a free 
and accessible platform for learning and practicing French with a focus on business for that 
reason we can show that the market of digital tools related with learn or improve French for 
business is limited.. The tools used are easily accessible since they are resources used through 
the internet, meaning that anyone with a mobile device and internet access can use them 
without having to pay as they are free to use.  
However the business area is not extensively explored, since in each digital tool 
studied previously we could see a basic use of business French because they propose basic 
themes and few vocabulary, also the majority of web pages and applications focus their use of 
FOS (French with specific objectives - Business French) in basic and daily subjects and they 
do not deepen in useful vocabulary for a student of modern languages. 
From the data analyzed, it could demonstrate that the proposal of design and build a 
prototype virtual immersive simulation in 3D to develop linguistic, communicative and 
sociocultural skills in French Foreign Language in the field of FOS (French with specific 
objectives - Business French) it is a project that can contribute to the learning of French 
language focusing on an area little explored and worked by other digital tools. 
The use of "virtual 3D simulation” will allow an autonomous learning and facilitate 
learning through linguistic, communicative and sociocultural activities; motivating and 
immersive. It could be a innovate tool to improve the learning in addition of the area in terms 
of language and approach (French business). 
The data analysis realized also helps to recognize failures in similar external projects, 
many of the analyzed tools in the first step do not have free access, the information in the 
majority of the cases are not focus in business, many of them need a register and the digital 
tools that have an emphasize in the business are do not explore it extensively. This information 
will allow to present an excellent instrument to improve and learn the French language in the 
commercial area for students. 
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3. Le point du FLE 
 
 
4. Français des affaires – Exercices en Ligne  
 
 





7. Français 3.0 app 
 
 
 
8. Semper 
 
  
 
 
9. Babel 
 
 
